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Nozag solves your drive and gearing requirements 

Also this year we shall keep you up to date with news and interesting facts about drive
technology. We shall provide you with inspiration through products and application situations
in order to be able to solve your challenges with the high-precision gearing parts and drive
components, as single parts or combined.

Nozag is at your disposal at any time for consulting, development and engineering in the field
of drive technology. We are looking forward to be challenged by you.

Quick and easy to standard sprockets or
custom-made individual components 
TWhether standard or tailor-made sprockets
Nozag offers both. From steel with increased
wear resistance, to plastic and stainless
steel - suitable for use with food and
chemicals – they are available at our’s in one
to three rows. From single pieces for
revisions to small or large series, Nozag
offers fast service, also for individual
adaptations. Of course we can also provide
you with the suitable chain.

Connecting shafts KN for convenient
drive transmissions
In drive technology, distances can be bridged
very elegantly using connecting shafts. The
newly designed connecting shaft KN, a
combination of previous models, can be
installed very quickly and easily. In addition,
it can be optimally combined with pillow
blocks if the length makes this necessary.
Tell us your required torque and the
connection dimensions and you will receive
the ready-to-use connecting shaft.

Drive Components from Nozag - Extract from the Product Range
In addition to complete gearboxes and drives, you will also find a wide range of standard
parts, which we also further process ready for installation. We are also happy to develop and
produce special designs for you.

Follow us on Social Media! 
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